
Reference Number CS/DOS Number Deficiencies Remarks

CS/DOS/Dep/1276 CS/DOS/56483 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement.  CS/DOS/Dep/1280 M.A.D.Dilrukshi 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement.                                                                                                                    

CS/DOS//Dep/1288 CS/DOS/43675 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.  

CS/DOS/Dep/1292 CS/DOS/40951 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement.                                                                                                                    

                             02.Consent of the head of department for the CS/DOS/Dep/1294 CS/DOS/04680 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.                       

      02.Recommended with a replacement.CS/DOS/Dep/1295 CS/DOS/10868 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.      

CS/DOS/Dep/1296 CS/DOS/01876 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.                       

      02.Recommended with a replacement.   CS/DOS/Dep/1297 T.A.N.Kumuduni 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement.                                                                                                                   
CS/DOS/Dep/1308 CS/DOS/56307 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.

CS/DOS/Dep/1310 CS/DOS/00564 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.                       

      02.Recommended with a replacement.CS/DOS/Dep/1311 CS/DOS/80182 01..Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement.
CS/DOS/Dep/1314 CS/DOS/42590 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.                       

      02.Recommended with a replacement.

CS/DOS/Dep/1317 CS/DOS/42945 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement.                                                                                                                    

                             02.Consent of the head of department for the 

CS/DOS/Dep/1318 G.A.M.S.Perera 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement.                                                                                                                   

                            02.Consent of the head of department for the 

CS/DOS/Dep/1320 CS/DOS/37427 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement.                                                                                                                    

                             02.Consent of the head of department for the 

CS/DOS/Dep/1322 CS/DOS/29509 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

CS/DOS/Dep/1323 CS/DOS/33823 01.Recommended with a replacement.    
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CS/DOS/Dep/1324 CS/DOS/25688 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.    

CS/DOS/Dep/1326 CS/DOS/30371 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.

CS/DOS/Dep/1328 Y.K.Dasanayaka 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement.

CS/DOS/Dep/1329 CS/DOS/31756 01.Recommended with a replacement.    

CS/DOS/Dep/1330 G.K.N.Wijesinghe 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement.                                                                                                                  

                           02.Consent of the head of department for the 

attachment.CS/DOS/Dep/1336 CS/DOS/27716 01..Consent of the head of department for the attachment.

CS/DOS/Dep/1338 Sugeetharan Shalini 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement. 

CS/DOS/Dep/1343 CS/DOS/18216 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.

CS/DOS/Dep/1346 CS/DOS/25195 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.                        

       02.Recommended with a replacement.

CS/DOS/Dep/1347 CS/DOS/A/46046 01..Recommended with a replacement.

CS/DOS/Dep/1349 K.M.S.C.Kekulandara                    

          

B.M.S.M.B.Basnayake

01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.                      

     02.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement. 

CS/DOS/Dep/1348 G.Buwaneshwaree 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement. 

CS/DOS/Dep/1359 CS/DOS/01044 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.

CS/DOS/Dep/1361 CS/DOS/24587 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.

CS/DOS/Dep/1364 Sachithra Madubashini 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement. 

CS/DOS/Dep/1365 M.H.A.Piyananda 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement. 

CS/DOS/Dep/1369 CS/DOS/30940 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement. 

CS/DOS/Dep/1371 CS/DOS/32001 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement. 



CS/DOS/Dep/1374 CS/DOS/16243 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement. 

CS/DOS/Dep/1375 CS/DOS/54637 01.Recommended with a replacement.    

CS/DOS/Dep/1376 CS/DOS/03607 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.

CS/DOS/Dep/1377 CS/DOS/41075 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement. 

CS/DOS/Dep/1385 P.D.I.Sewwandi. 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement. 

CS/DOS/Dep/1387 K.Jhon 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement. 

CS/DOS/Dep/1389 CS/DOS/29813 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.

CS/DOS/Dep/1392 P.P.Manjula Kumara 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement.                                                                                                                    

                             02. Transfer Request Form (CS/T/01)

CS/DOS/Dep/1395 A.W.D.D.Pransis 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement.                                                                                                                   

                            02.Consent of the head of department for the 

attachment.                        03.Transfer Request Form (CS/T/01)    

CS/DOS/Dep/1396 CS/DOS/34881 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement.                                                                                                                   

                            02.Consent of the head of department for the 

attachment.                        03.Transfer Request Form (CS/T/01)    

CS/DOS/Dep/1407 CS/DOS/34781 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.  

DO/Tra/DS/530 CS/DOS/19348 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.  

DO/Tra/DS/532 P.M.K.V.MADUSHANI 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

CS/DOS/32191

H.G.S.PIRIS

DO/Tra/DS/540
P.V.N.GAYANI 

KULAVARDANA

01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.  

DO/Tra/DS/542 CS/DOS/A/3185 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

DO/Tra/DS/543 CS/DOS/27478 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.  

DO/Tra/DS/534
01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement. 
Mutual Transfer



DO/Tra/DS/544 C.M.MAKOLAGE

1.Transfer  Request form (CS/T/01 Form)

2.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement

3.Recommended with a replacement

4.Consent of the head of department for the attachment

5.Appointment No (CS/DOS number)

CS/DOS/58233

K.A.D.S.THILAKARATHN 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.  

CS/DOS/01283

W.M.P.P.WEERAKOON 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.  

H.G.M.D.SENANAYAKA

CS/DOS/18875

W.H.M.BANDULA KUMARA

1.Transfer  Request form (CS/T/01 Form)

2.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement

3.Recommended with a replacement

4.Consent of the head of department for the attachment

5.Appointment No (CS/DOS number)

DO/Tra/DS/565 CS/DOS/5516 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

DO/Tra/DS/566 CS/DOS/20397 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.  

DO/Tra/DS/568 H.W.DILEKA SNDARUVANI

1.Transfer  Request form (CS/T/01 Form)

2.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement

3.Recommended with a replacement

4.Consent of the head of department for the attachment

5.Appointment No (CS/DOS number)

DO/Tra/DS/578 CS/DOS/47963 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.  

DO/Tra/DS/579 R.P.S.S.PERERA 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.  

DO/Tra/DS/580 A.P.D.M.C.K.DISANAYAKA01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

DO/Tra/DS/584 H.D.C.J.ALVIS

1.Transfer  Request form (CS/T/01 Form)

2.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement

3.Recommended with a replacement

4.Consent of the head of department for the attachment

5.Appointment No (CS/DOS number)

Mutual Transfer

DO/Tra/DS/558 Mutual Transfer

Mutual Transfer

DO/Tra/DS/562

DO/Tra/DS/546



DO/Tra/DS/586 S.S.WIKRAMASIGHA 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

DO/Tra/DS/588 P.P.KUMANAYAKA

1.Transfer  Request form (CS/T/01 Form)

2.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement

3.Recommended with a replacement

4.Consent of the head of department for the attachment

5.Appointment No (CS/DOS number)

DO/Tra/DS/589 K.G.PIYUMI MUTHULAKSHMI

1.Transfer  Request form (CS/T/01 Form)

2.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement

3.Recommended with a replacement

4.Consent of the head of department for the attachment

5.Appointment No (CS/DOS number)

DO/Tra/DS/590 K.C.SAMARAVIKRAMA

1.Transfer  Request form (CS/T/01 Form)

2.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement

3.Recommended with a replacement

4.Consent of the head of department for the attachment

5.Appointment No (CS/DOS number)

DO/Tra/DS/591 P.V.RAMANI KUSUM

1.Transfer  Request form (CS/T/01 Form)

2.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement

3.Recommended with a replacement

4.Consent of the head of department for the attachment

5.Appointment No (CS/DOS number)

DO/Tra/DS/592 40416

1.Transfer  Request form (CS/T/01 Form)

2.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement

3.Recommended with a replacement

4.Consent of the head of department for the attachment

5.Appointment No (CS/DOS number)



DO/Tra/DS/593 NILUKA PRIYADARSHANEE GAMAGE

1.Transfer  Request form (CS/T/01 Form)

2.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement

3.Recommended with a replacement

4.Consent of the head of department for the attachment

5.Appointment No (CS/DOS number)

DO/Tra/DS/594 D.G.C.SUBHASHINEE

1.Transfer  Request form (CS/T/01 Form)

2.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement

3.Recommended with a replacement

4.Consent of the head of department for the attachment

5.Appointment No (CS/DOS number)

DO/Tra/DS/595 D.L.R.S.KUMARI

1.Transfer  Request form (CS/T/01 Form)

2.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement

3.Recommended with a replacement

4.Consent of the head of department for the attachment

5.Appointment No (CS/DOS number)

DO/Tra/DS/597 CS/DOS/88349

1.Transfer  Request form (CS/T/01 Form)

2.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement

3.Recommended with a replacement

4.Consent of the head of department for the attachment

5.Appointment No (CS/DOS number)

DO/Tra/DS/600

CS/DOS/61235 1.Transfer  Request form (CS/T/01 Form)

2.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement

3.Recommended with a replacement

4.Consent of the head of department for the attachment

5.Appointment No (CS/DOS number)

DO/Tra/DS/604 CS/DOS/53980 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.  

DO/Tra/DS/606 B.MIHIN DAMSARA 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 



DO/Tra/DS/607 W.M.H.K.N.K.KUMARI

1.Transfer  Request form (CS/T/01 Form)

2.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement

3.Recommended with a replacement

4.Consent of the head of department for the attachment

5.Appointment No (CS/DOS number)

DO/Tra/DS/608

CS/DOS/70265

01.Recommended with a replacement

02.Consent of the head of department for the attachment

DO/Tra/MHA/592 P.A.K.H.Padmapala 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasementDO/Tra/MHA/593 CS/DOS/06312 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasementDO/Tra/MHA/594 CS/DOS/24839 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasementDO/Tra/MHA/595 CS/DOS/72028 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasementDO/Tra/MHA/596 CS/DOS/61870 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement

DO/Tra/MHA/597 CS/DOS/14214 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasementDO/Tra/MHA/598 Sivamurthi Manchuthan 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasementDO/Tra/MHA/599 CS/DOS/89190 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment. 

DO/Tra/MHA/600 CS/DOS/41509 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment. 

DO/Tra/MHA/601 CS/DOS/44222 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment. 

DO/Tra/MHA/602 CS/DOS/59938 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment. 

DO/Tra/MHA/603 CS/DOS/66948 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment. 

DO/Tra/MHA/604 CS/DOS/67010 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment. 

DO/Tra/MHA/605 CS/DOS/67933 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment. 

DO/Tra/MHA/606 CS/DOS/06969 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement

02.Consent of the head of department for the attachmentDO/Tra/MHA/607 CS/DOS/80454 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasementDO/Tra/MHA/608 S.Sarwanathan 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement



DO/Tra/MHA/609 CS/DOS/35576 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment. 

DO/Tra/MHA/610 CS/DOS/39950 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement

DO/Tra/MHA/611 M.L.Nasrina 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement

DO/Tra/MHA/612 CS/DOS/55316 01..Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

releasement

02.Recommended with a replacement
DO/Tra/MHA/613 CS/DOS/60105 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment. 

DO/Tra/MHA/614 R.D.A.P.Kumara 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

DO/Tra/MHA/615 W.Nirmala Chandani 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

DO/Tra/MHA/616 K.G.C.Hasintha 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

DO/Tra/MHA/617 L.G.N.Harshani Siriwardena 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

DO/Tra/MHA/618 CS/DOS/80515 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment. 

DO/Tra/MHA/619 CS/DOS/24711 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment. 

DO/Tra/MHA/620 R.Niroshala 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

DO/Tra/MHA/621 D.M.I.S.Dissanayeka 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment. 

DO/Tra/MHA/622 CS/DOS/66949 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

DO/Tra/MHA/623 D.C.S.Rathnayeka 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

COMS/DO/Trans/DEPT/(156

)

CS/DOS/11598 01.Recommended with a replacement.

COMS/DO/Trans/DEPT/(158

)

W.L.G.D.K.Bandara 01.Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the 

releasement. 

COMS/DO/Trans/DEPT/(159

)

D.P.D.W.Dissanayaka 01.Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the 

releasement. 

COMS/DO/Trans/DEPT/(160

)

R.M.A.P.K.Gamagedara 01.Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the 

releasement. 

COMS/DO/Trans/DEPT/(163

)

CS/DOS/30873 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.

COMS/DO/Trans/DEPT/(170

)

Apputhurai Arun 01.Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the 

releasement. 

CS/DOS/63134 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.

G.B.G.K.Yasapala 01.Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the 

releasement.

02.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.             

03.Transfer request form (CS/T/01 Form)  

COMS/DO/Trans/DEPT/(176

)
Mutual Transfer



COMS/DO/Trans/SP (58) K.G.P.NAYO MIKA 01.Recommended with a replacement.    

COMS/DO/Trans/SP (59) CS/DOS/69247 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment. 

COMS/DO/Trans/SP (66) CS/DOS/64295 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment. 

COMS/DO/Trans/SP (77) CS/DOS/68630 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment. 

DO/Trans/Min/TR5/400 S.Dasanayaka 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

DO/Trans/Min/TR5/408 M.S.D.K.Marasinghe 01.Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the 

releasement.

02.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.             

03.Transfer request form (CS/T/01 Form)             

DO/Trans/Min/TR5/409 Sahid Mohomad 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

DO/Trans/Min/TR5/411 R.H.S.I.Madhushani 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

DO/Trans/Min/TR5/413 CS/DOS/11266 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.

DO/Trans/Min/TR5/415 Weerawagu Kadhisan 01.Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the 

releasement.

02.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.             

03.Transfer request form (CS/T/01 Form)             

DO/Trans/Min/TR5/423 CS/DOS/A/44516 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.

DO/Trans/Min/TR5/424 U.O.Chamila Prayadarshani 01.Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the 

releasement.

02.Transfer request form (CS/T/01 Form)             

DO/Trans/Min/TR5/425 CS/DOS/27491 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.

DO/Trans/Min/TR5/436 CS/DOS/20809 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.

DO/Trans/Min/TR5/441 M.Shamali Malkanthi 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.

DO/Trans/Min/TR5/442 M.A.N.Wanigasekara 01.Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the 

releasement.

02.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.             

03.Transfer request form (CS/T/01 Form)             

DO/Trans/Min/TR5/443 CS/DOS/32791 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.

DO/Trans/Min/TR5/448 M.H.U.Muthumali 01.Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the 

releasement.

02.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.             

03.Transfer request form (CS/T/01 Form)             



DO/Trans/Min/TR5/449 M.A.F.Nafla 01.Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the 

releasement.

02.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.             

03.Transfer request form (CS/T/01 Form)             

DO/Trans/Min/TR5/450 CS/DOS/53334 01.Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the 

releasement.

02.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.             

03.Transfer request form (CS/T/01 Form)             

DO/Trans/Min/TR5/454 CS/DOS/A/47349 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

DO/Trans/Min/TR5/455 R.P.G.N.S.Karunathilaka 01.Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the 

releasement.

02.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.             

03.Transfer request form (CS/T/01 Form)             

DO/Trans/Min/TR5/457 R.M.Rajapaksha 01.Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the 

releasement.

02.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.             

03.Transfer request form (CS/T/01 Form)             

DO/Trans/Min/TR5/466 W.Harshani 01.Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the 

releasement.

02.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.             

03.Transfer request form (CS/T/01 Form)             

DO/Trans/Min/TR5/470 S.S.G.Perera 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

DO/Trans/Min/TR5/477 A.A.S.P.H.Perera 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

DO/Trans/Min/TR5/478 CS/DOS/07879 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.

DO/Trans/Min/TR5/479 M.T.M.Jayasinghe 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

CS/DOS/A/PC/50065 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

W.A.K.Wijesinghe 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

DO/Trans/Min/TR5/483 W.A.I.Kanchana 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

DO/Trans/Min/TR5/484 CS/DOS/57417 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

DO/Trans/Min/TR5/485 CS/DOS/40458 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.

DO/Trans/Min/TR5/486 CS/DOS/A/44537 01.Recommended with a replacement. 

02.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.

DO/Trans/Min/TR5/491 CS/DOS/14210 01.Recommended with a replacement. 

DO/Trans/Min/TR5/492 S.S.Withanage 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

DO/Trans/Min/TR5/493 S.V.G.K.P.Samarawickrama 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

DO/Trans/Min/TR5/482 Mutual



DO/Trans/Min/TR5/494 P.G.I.P.Jayaweera 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

DO/Trans/Min/TR5/495 N.D.V.Damayanthi 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

DO/Trans/Min/TR5/496 E.G.I.P.Chathuranga 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

DO/Trans/Min/TR5/497 M.A.S>M.Aberathna 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

DO/Trans/Min/TR5/491 K.A.D.N.Tharaka 01.Recommendation of the Head of the department for the 

DO/Trans/New & Old/TR5/187CS/DOS/66394,03684 01.Transfer request form (CS/T/01 Form)                                                  

         02.Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the 

releasement.

Mutual

DO/Trans/New & Old/TR5/207CS/DOS/66934 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment. Mutual

DO/Trans/New & Old/TR5/211CS/DOS/71685,61395 01.Transfer request form (CS/T/01 Form)                                                  

         02.Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the 

releasement.

Mutual

DO/Trans/New & Old/TR5/221CS/DOS/37297,83416 01.Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the 

releasement.

02.Consent of the head of department for the attachment.             

03.Transfer request form (CS/T/01 Form)             

Mutual

DO/Trans/TR7/60 60788 01.Recommended with a replacement

DO/Trans/TR7/61 Mr.R.M.C.M.BNADARA 01.Recommended with a replacement

DO/Trans/TR7/62 19749 01.Recommended with a replacement-comes from president office

DO/Trans/TR7/63 Mrs.K.W.T.M. LASANTHI 01.Recommended with a replacement

DO/Trans/TR7/94 CS/DOS/84741 01.Recommended with a replacement

DO/Trans/TR7/95 CS/DOS/64290 01.Recommended with a replacement

DO/Trans/TR7/96 CS/DOS/62186 01.Recommended with a replacement

DO/Trans/TR7/97 CS/DOS/64529 01.Recommended with a replacement

DO/Trans/TR7/98 CS/DOS/54313 01.Recommended with a replacement

DEPARTMENT/TR3/0001 K.A.I.P.PERERA

01. Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the 

releasement 

DEPARTMENT/TR3/0002 CS/DOS/A/44640 01.Recommended with a replacement 

DEPARTMENT/TR3/0003 CS/DOS/15637

01. Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the 

releasement 

DEPARTMENT/TR3/0004 CS/DOS/00382

01. Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the 

releasement 

DEPARTMENT/TR3/0005 CS/DOS/53787 02.Consent of the head of department for the attachment



DEPARTMENT/TR3/0006 B.A.N.THILAKARATHNA

01. Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the 

releasement               02.Consent of the head of department for the 

attachment

DEPARTMENT/TR3/0007 CS/DOS/15768

01. Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the 

releasement               02.Consent of the head of department for the 

attachment

DEPARTMENT/TR3/0008 W.M.C.WIJERATHNA

01. Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the 

releasement               02.Consent of the head of department for the 

attachment

DEPARTMENT/TR3/0009 CS/DOS/27259 02.Consent of the head of department for the attachment

DEPARTMENT/TR3/0010 CS/DOS/26980 02.Consent of the head of department for the attachment

DEPARTMENT/TR3/0011 CS/DOS/68462

01. Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the 

releasement               02.Consent of the head of department for the 

attachment

DEPARTMENT/TR3/0012 T.R.S.K.A.THENNAKONE 01. Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the 

DEPARTMENT/TR3/0013 84234, 84950, 63780, 85484 

01. Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the 

releasement 

DEPARTMENT/TR3/0014 CS/DOS/8562 01.Recommended with a replacement 

DEPARTMENT/TR3/0015 CS/DOS/61676 01.Recommended with a replacement 

DEPARTMENT/TR3/0016 R M U KARUNATHILAKA

01. Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the 

releasement 

DEPARTMENT/TR3/0017 J M R R N KARUNARATHNA

01. Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the 

releasement 

DEPARTMENT/TR3/0018 CS/DOS/15786 01.Recommended with a replacement 

DEPARTMENT/TR3/0019 U ATHUKORALA 01. Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the releasement                                                                                        02.Consent of the head of department for the attachment

DEPARTMENT/TR3/0020 CS/DOS/08331 01.Recommended with a replacement 

DEPARTMENT/TR3/0021 R M N S HARISCHANDRA 01. Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the releasement 

DEPARTMENT/TR3/0022 CS/DOS/15900 01.Recommended with a replacement 

DEPARTMENT/TR3/0023 CS/DOS/A/PC/50054 01.Recommended with a replacement 

DEPARTMENT/TR3/0024 P G S H WEERASINGHE 01. Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the releasement 

DEPARTMENT/TR3/0025 CS/DOS/33392 01. Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the releasement 

DEPARTMENT/TR3/0026 K G N G UDAYAKUMARI 01. Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the releasement 

DEPARTMENT/TR3/0027 CS/DOS/84087 02.Consent of the head of department for the attachment

DEP/TR2/001 M.M.R.Nilanthi / Asela 

Senanayake

01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment Mutual



DEP/TR2/002 M.B.N.D.Mandawala 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment

DEP/TR2/003 M.M.U.Rafika 01.Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the releasement  

DEP/TR2/004 T.Perimbaraja/ K.Paripanayake01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment  02. Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the releasementMutual

DEP/TR2/005 S.M.Amarawasam / 20397 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment  02. Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the releasementMutual

DEP/TR2/006 L.M.T.Kumari 01.Recommended with a replacement. 

DEP/TR2/007 H.S.D.Kanchana 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment                          

        02. Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the 

releasementDEP/TR2/008 H.L.G.G.G.Udayangani

DEP/TR2/009 K.G.Vithanage/B.G.C.Niroshani01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment                          

        02. Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the 

releasement

Mutual

DEP/TR2/010 S.W.S.K.Senarath 01.Recommended with a replacement. 

DEP/TR2/011 A.R.N.S.Adikari 01. Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the releasement

DEP/TR2/012 P.A.S.Peries 01.Recommended with a replacement.                                          

02.Consent of the head of department for the attachment  

DEP/TR2/013 M.R.R.A.R.Dilrukshini 01.Recommended with a replacement.

DEP/TR2/014 M.Chalani Ranathunga 01. Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the releasement

DEP/TR2/015 D.M.B.Samanthika 01. Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the releasement

DEP/TR2/016 Surothini Viknakumar 01.Consent of the head of department for the attachment  

SP/TR07/01 A/45383 01.Recommended with a replacement. 

SP/TR07/02 Mr.K.D.F.N.Nanayakkara 01.Recommended with a replacement. 

SP/TR07/03 Mrs.D.S.Abhayawardhana 01.Recommended with a replacement. 

SP/TR07/04 Mrs.D.K.Rasanga 01.Recommended with a replacement. 

























01. Recommendation of the  Head of the Department  for the releasement                                                                                        02.Consent of the head of department for the attachment


